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my 1st day of middle school*

I remember Adverb enough what my first day of middle school was like- As i went into the deep red

brick and cement building with my parents, I imagined just how humongous this Noun Noun

was surely to be, before I Verb - Base Form inside with my parents. When I was in sixth grade I knew I had

a lot to learn about this place. For starters, we started to get lots more homework than we had in fifth grade. Also

, I learned that quite a few teachers are more strict about quite a few rules- gum is a good example. Rooms like

the art room, industrial technology, music, the Noun , the gym, and the cafeteria are all gum free.

interjection , enough about the rules, here's some I experienced during sixth, seventh, and eighth grade: If

you ask me, middle school has lots of ups and downs. Here are some ups- school plays, we once had salad bar,

we can do science labs now,we're old enough to play sports now, we have more freedom, field trips like the sixth

and eight grade ski trips, before and after school clubs like the hut, we have a pool, and there are many other ups

about the middle school too. Now for the downs of CCMS- new healthier lunches which were okay, but mostly

some of the kids have started brown-bagging their lunches because they either thought that they were nasty now

or didn't get enough to eat because of sports. Some people don't Verb - Base Form lunch at all because again

, they think that they're too small or gross. No salad bar now, I also know that the middle school is very old

because I was once in the basement in seventh grade Verb - Present ends in ING with my our-time group. I

must admit, there were plenty of cobwebs and old adjective ends in ed students' signatures on the walls, one

of the signatures I saw was my adopted dad Mike's Noun on the wall from the 1980's, so I know that

the



middle school is real old since even my dad went to school here too. One of the worst things about the middle

school that I have also learned that there is no air-conditioning in the Adjective heat of the summer,that

the middle school is just dreadfully hot then. Well, that's all I have for you but ,but my middle school is a

Adjective place,if you want more class freedom, then go to one today!
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